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Metzora 5776- Happily Ever After 

 

 
In this week’s parsha the Torah finishes the laws of 

the Metzora and his/her purification process, and 

then segues into other types of tumah namely Zav, 

Zava, Keree and Niddah. The last two verses of the 

parsha conclude with a wrap-up by saying, “Zos 

Toras hazav.......ule’ish asher yishkav im temaiyah” 

-” These are the laws of the Zav... and for the man 

who has relations with an impure (Niddah)” 

(Vayikra, 15:32-33). The wording at the end - 

“temaiyah” is somewhat problematic because it 

violates the protocol (cited by the Mishna Berurah, 

O.C. 138, S.K. 5) that a parsha should always (begin 

and) end on a positive note or with a positive word. 

Tamaiyah hardly seems to meet any type of positive 

criteria. So why does the Torah say goodbye to the 

world of physical tumah on such a negative note? 

The plot definitely thickens when we find that the end of last week’s parsha too ends off with a 

similar word of negativity - “Letam’o” [referring to classifying a person as a halachicly impure 

Metzora]. But wait, we are not finished yet, the thickening increases to a  “flies around a sorghum 

mill” level when we take a look at two parshiyos back where, as the Torah wraps-up the laws of  

the kosher and non-kosher species, it mentions the non-kosher animals last. What is happening? 

What is the Torah trying to teach us? 

 Perhaps we may suggest that the Torah is teaching us a profound lesson, and with its 

endings to these three parshiyos it is doing so in three variations. The lesson is that anything that 

is inherently Jewish tis good, nay, tis perfect. Thus, at the end of the laws of things we may and 

may not eat, the Torah deliberately ends with the lingering reminder of the non-kosher variety. 

Yes, a Jew cannot walk into any McDonalds and order a burger. Yes, it’s true we cannot eat lobster, 

shrimp or bacon rashers for breakfast (imagine being fleishigs every morning). It sounds like a 

restrictive and negative lifestyle. Says the Torah embrace this lifestyle by realizing it is our 

pedigree as a Chosen Nation that demands these restrictions. And each item that is forbidden is in 

reality a reminder of that pedigree and is in essence a most positive concept.  Imagine being part 

of an elite sports team that offers fame, glory and wealth. The coach, however, demands a 

restrictive diet. We would feel blessed and special each time we could not eat something, because 

we realize it is that diet itself that plays a vital role in being able to be part of the team. 

 But how about a metzorah? That is something that Hashem gives a Jew as a punishment 

for the violation of any of several sins. This is our version of the Scarlet Letter. Surely there is no 

way to spin tzara’as into any positivity. But the Torah, by using the impurity of the Metzorah at 

the ending of last week’s parsha, is teaching us otherwise. And Rav Moshe Alshich in his 

commentary explains. He tells us (beginning of Tazria, paragraph “UVazeh”) that the concept of 

the impurity of tzara’as is unique to Yidden. But not all Yidden. It is only those on an extremely 



high spiritual level who can get afflicted with tzara’as. For their bodies are so pure, their 

infractions cannot fester within such a holy host. Rather they immediately come to the body surface 

- the skin, and make him/her impure there. Think of H.C. Andersen’s “The Princess and the Pea”, 

where a young lady’s royal identity is established by a test of her physical sensitivity. Her sleepless 

night thanks to the pea can be labeled negative on a micro level, but it positively proved her 

pedigree. Well, avairos are the Peas. Most people of the world are not sensitive to them. It is only 

the Royalty, the tzaddikim, the spiritual fireballs who will toss and turn after succumbing to an 

avaira until their otherwise super pure bodies expel the impurity of the sin out and onto the surface, 

proving their lofty pedigrees. 

 So too, the menstruant Niddah. This is a tumah which is not applicable just to the righteous, 

and it would seem that since its roots are in the anatomical fabric of every woman, it proves no 

pedigree. Yet the Torah uses the Niddah as the last word in the world of the laws of physically 

induced tumah. The message here is awesome. We may have the same biological structure as any 

other human, but since the whole world was created for Bnai Yisrael (see first Rashi in Chumash), 

every occurrence, be it natural or supernatural, be it physical or ethereal is a connective experience 

to Hashem. In other words, whereas a gentile breathes, a Yid connects. Whereas a gentile gets the 

flu, a Yid connects. And the Niddah, too, with the plethora of halachos relevant to her, it’s not just 

a cycle, it is once again a connection with Hashem and thus a positive message. 

 This lesson can also be seen in the Echad Mi Yodaya song sang near the end of the 

Haggada. Each number has a uniquely Jewish theme. One is G-d, five are the five books of the 

Torah etc. But look at number nine. Who knows Nine? I know Nine! Nine Months of Pregnancy. 

Hold on a minute. Why is this Jewish? Every woman has nine months of pregnancy, yet we herald 

it as ours. This is because by the end of the Seder night we are so lovingly connected to Hashem 

we have the ability to look at a real natural and physical situation and give it a Yiddishe imprint. 
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